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ABSTRACT + INTRODUCTION

STATEMENT OF ISSUE

DECONSTRUCTING THE DUALITY

INTRODUCTION

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH

REINTERPRETING CONVENTIONS

Formwork has often been defined as a temporary building element, 
typically neglected and rarely interpreted by architects as nothing more 
than a byproduct of construction.  However, by reconceptualizing its 
role as a permanent building component, its construction performance 
now can be evaluated in parallel with its architectural function.  This 
research reinterprets standard casting conventions as a means of 
rethinking design parameters, one that considers form and formwork 
during and after construction as equals in terms of architectural significance.

establishing a formwork system that balances flexibility with sufficient ri-
gidity to be self-structuring. This flexibility can be adapted to generate 
complex forms and reduce excess material, making each cast specific in 
terms of structural efficiency (similar to mass customization); techniques 
which traditional formwork cannot satisfy.  The Flex Form (series 1 of this 
research) system which uses individual linear elements that connect both 
with a hinge and attach directly to the fabric form liner.  This system en-
ables the concrete to dictate the form based on its stiffness.  The fab-
ric, acting itself as both a hinge and a form liner allows the concrete to 
release excess water, strengthening the final cast.  The formwork reat-
taches itself by utilizing the imbedded form ties cast into the concrete.

Flexibility is not only required in terms of physical adaptability, but also in 
terms of design adaptability.   The designer is confronted by two oppos-
ing architectural possibilities: one being the traditional formal/functional 
exploration and the other the choreography of making. The methods of 
construction become as much a spatio-volumetric exploration, as a mate-
rial one.  The suspension series (series 3 of this research) illustrates how 
formwork, including elements like form ties and reinforcment  can begin to 
take on a formal presence.  The suspended system integrates itself in the 
space, using the existing context and methods of production to specify form.

Flexibility is often interpreted as a material’s physical ability to be adaptable, 
to exist in multiple conditions.  An objective of this research is to develop a 
formwork system that not only remains a part of the architecture, but that 
also takes advantage of the temporary plasticity of concrete.  For instance, 
formwork such as fabric could remain imbedded in the concrete, adding 
tensile strength and utilizing the weight and wetness of the concrete to ab-
sorb the fabric.  Concrete not only has the ability to receive form, but it can 
also generate form by the force of its own weight and heat.  This requires 

The separation of the act of construction from the way in which we experience 
architecture has resulted in a detachment from the fundamental connection 
to the human act of making. At some point, a division was created, one that 
drew a line between architect as “thinker” and the builder as “maker.”  Sem-
per suggests that the act of making is a defining factor in architectural form 
and expression, especially a material’s influence over the process of construc-
tion. He evaluated this based on two criteria “1.The work as a result of the 
material service or use that is intended…2. The work as a result of the mate-
rial used to produce it, as well as the tools and procedures applied.” (Semper, 
107)  Here, both form and meaning are conveyed through the understand-
ing of the act of making and the materials and processes engaged with it.

Architecture, in many cases, uses the construction industry as a cata-
logue of elements (assembly required), not often construction itself 
as a design resource. The research in this thesis explores the opportu-
nities within a specific construction process, casting, in order to use, 
and in many cases misuse, traditional conventions as architectural de-
sign parameters.  The aim is to develop a formwork system that is as in-
tegral to the practice of architecture as it is the construction process.

The work is now focusing on permanently integrating formwork with form. 
This research provides an alternative to the traditional approach where form-
work, in both its construction and deconstruction, is where a majority of 
time and energy are expelled. With the formwork no longer temporary, the 
value of the construction process becomes absorbed into the architecture. 

have illustrated formal relationships dictated by explicit material manipula-
tion. By exploring formwork and form under these altered conditions, stan-
dard conventions are rethought, forming new architectonic relationships.

This produces a more active engagement between design intent and ma-
terial limitations.  The process, by default, helps the architect in assum-
ing the role of both “thinker” and “maker,” relinquishing a certain amount 
of formal control to the materials and process, while deconstructing the 
relationship between cast and mould.  All models produced in the ini-
tial investigations are 18” wide 18” tall, measuring approximately 1” in 
depth.  This allows all models to be compared and analyzed collectively. 

The final outcome will be a full-scale installation which will be able to address 
one to one connections as well as to develop a relationship to a specific site.  
By building at this scale, the spatial concsequences can also be explored, de-
veloping a more intimate relationship between occupant, process and space.

The research is an empirical investigation, creating and exploring cast-
ing systems as well as challenging traditional conventions. In all cases, 
the formwork remains a part of the cast, although each in a unique way 
enabled by the individual process by means of which it was created.  
The  preliminary investigations began by exploring three architectural proj-
ects  that where formally driven by unique casting or assembly circum-
stances, the Bulge Wall by Mark West, the Endless House by Frederick 
Kiesler , and Cedric Prices The Fun Palace. Each presented the opportunity 
to explore casting or methods of fabrication and assembly in an a-typical 
manner.  These projects were used to initially determine the formal and 
structural strategies for casting.

The Bulge Wall, while utilizing an unconventional use of a fabric form lin-
er, challenged the role of a form tie, whereas the Endless House internal-
ized the notion of formwork and structure and The Fun Palace explored a 
unique “kit of parts” assembly method. Each series of models produced

One of the most compelling aspects in working with concrete is the necessity 
for the “other.”  The process of casting always requires the use of formwork, 
jigs and moulds, which are often temporary, ad hoc structures, not intended 
for architectural application. These structures operate based on efficiency, 
both materially and structurally, forming a minimal boundary condition to 
resist the unstable forces of wet concrete. Traditionally, contained within this 
boundary are other systems, i.e. form ties, internal reinforcing and form liners, 
which simultaneously provide both form and structure.  With a permanent 
formwork system, these elements play a more essential role in the design 
process, and as such each can become evaluated as part of the architectural 
condition. Making their presence evident allows them to be revealed for their 
function as spatial and structural elements, with form emerging as a result 
of the process and material/structural interactions by which it was created.

Concrete is by nature impressionable, so the process from which it is cre-
ated has a direct impact on its form and perception.  Whether it is the 
grain of wood imbedded into the surface of concrete, or apparent soft-
ness created from fabric formwork, each creates a visual association 
with the process of construction.  Fiona McLachlan explains in Fabric 
Formwork, “Its most natural expression, as a product of a process, is 
part of its appeal.”(McLachlan, 37)   The natural plasticity of concrete 
becomes a vehicle by which process is captured in form.

That is perhaps one of the most captivating aspects of concrete, its abil-
ity to tell a tale. Yet, we only seem to have half of the story with con-
crete.  We see the affect one material had on the concrete, but what 
about the affect the concrete had on it?  Did the wood swell or shrink, 
the fabric tear or stretch? And if these materials are to remain perma-
nent, how do we harness that energy in specific and intentional ways?
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SYNOPSES + RESPONSES

OUTLINE OF INFLUENCES

Gottfreid Semper - The Four Elements of Architecture  
                                  
Kenneth Frampton - Studies in Tectonic Culture

Gevork Hartoonian - Ontology of Construction

Stan Allen - Field Conditions

OVERVIEW

The references represent theories of the importance and relevance of 
how a space is constructed versus how it’s occupied.  The relationship 
between elements and how they register one another becomes an important 
aspect in how one interprets their meaning and function.  A brief synopsis 
of each work is explained as well as a response and intended use, which 
clarifies the specific theory each is addressing within the context of this thesis.
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KENNETH FRAMPTON GEVORK HARTOONIAN STAN ALLEN
STUDIES IN TECTONIC CULTURE, 1995 ONTOLOGY OF CONSTRUCTION, 1994 FIELD CONDITIONS, 1985

SYNOPSIS SYNOPSIS SYNOPSIS

RESPONSE AND INTENDED USE

RESPONSE AND INTENDED USE

RESPONSE AND INTENDED USE

Frampton uses the Semperian notion of the tectonic and stereotomic in order 
to articulate the relationship of the act of construction to architecture.  He ad-
dresses the tectonic in relation to lightness and to the sky, whereas when he 
discusses the stereotomic, he refers to the heaviness and weight of its pres-
ence and its connection to earth.  The human experience is somwhere in be-
tween the earth and sky; a tension exists between the two materials, which 
embody polar opposites.  Frampton asserts that Sempers theory separates 
the tectonic and stereotomic into mass and skin or mass and frame.  He illus-
trates that meaning evolves through this physical manifestation.  “Thus the 
presence of a work is inseperable from the manner of its foundation in the 
ground and the ascendancy of its structure through the interplay of support, 
span, seam and joint - the rhythm of its revetment and the modulation of its 
fenestration.”(Frampton, 26)   A buildings connection to the earth is just as 
important as its physical presence above the earth.  Buildings aquire meaning 
through their act of building from the ground up, articulating a connection to 
both the earth and sky, heaviness and lightness.

Hartoonian emphasizes that the act of making directly influences our percep-
tion of space. He discusses Semper’s notion of how architectural form and 
meaning are derived from the fabrication of the four arts; ceramics, masonry, 
joinery and textiles, in which each are defined by how they are constructed. 
His emphasis on fabrication and how it gives a cultural value to objects de-
fine the relevance of the construction process to architecture.  Specifically, 
he expresses the importance of the tectonic and its inherent ability to convey 
meaning through architecture.  “It can be inferred that between the structur-
al utility of architectonic elements and their analogical representation, there 
is a ‘void,’ so to speak, where the tectonic resides. This void molds architec-
tural knowledge, that is the logos of making.”(Hartoonian, 19) Somewhere 
between strict function and representation is where architectural meaning 
exists and that is conveyed through the application of the tectonic.

While looking at the writing of Walter Benjamin, he discusses the impact that 
industrialization has had on architecture, implying that it has made it virtually 
impossible to transfer the tradition and craft to the next generation. He views 
techne, not a separate or disconnected aspect of architecture, but as the pro-
cess by which architecture is separated from other art forms.  He states that, 
“Although architecture reveals itself by form, that form posses a certain 
particularity. The concept of the tectonic should encompass the other 
aspects of the culture of building which is type.”(Hartoonian, 54)  He defines 
type in architecture by the methods of construction. The very act of construction
is not a representation of an ideal, it is a physical manifestation  
of its own meaning.

Allen emphasizes the critical importance of objects in relationship to one 
another in terms of a broad field condition.  “Form matters, but not so much 
the forms of things, as the forms between things.”(Allen, 7)  He’s stating that 
objects in a field represent their own spatial quality, but they also 
create spaces and meaning between other objects. General form is less 
important  than the relationship established between objects, because 
that determines the internal behavior of a field condition. He also implies 
that materials are at times ephemeral and that they register the change 
in external conditions.  He speaks specifically about the work of Barry Le 
Va, and how he uses incredibly fluid material.  Le Va can’t control every 
aspects of the materials outcome, so instead “..The artist establishes the 
conditions within which the material will be deployed, and then 
directs the flow.”(Allen, 7)  It’s much less about controlling a specif-
ic outcome, and more about creating the conditions in which an out-
come is favorable.  The artist creates a set ofconditions and the ma-
terial occupies the space between these conditions.  He concludes 
by saying “...the field condition implies an architecture that admits change, 
accident and improvisation.  It is an architecture not invested in durabil-
ity, stability and certainty, but an architecture that leaves space for the 
uncertainty of the real.”(Allen, 8)Frampton’s positioning of the tectonic and stereotonic in relation to the sky 

and the earth provide a theoretical site for this thesis.  Not only does this 
project deal with the space created between form and formwork, but also on 
a broader scale it occupies the space between the earth and sky.  The tension 
created by the two opposing conditions become parameters to design within.  
The two merge through the detail, through the joining of tectonic and stereo-
tomic in order to occupy a physical (real) space, an architectural resolution. 
Frampton’s also emphasizes that these physical objects almost defy a sense 
of time and that duration is part of the value in architecture.  When apply-
ing this to the terms of tectonic and stereotomic, the first becomes associ-
ated with the temporary, the latter the more permanant condition.  When 
appropriating these terms to this thesis, each one becomes transient.  What 
to consider temporary or permanant becomes somewhat blurred, it’s not an 
“either/or” condition, but primarily an “and” condition.

Hartoonian objectifies architecture in the sense that he removes the aspect 
of function out of its meaning.  Most of his theories are based on architecture 
existing within itself and that it acquires meaning through the processes by 
which it was constructed.  It is critical point to his argument and this thesis 
that process of fabrication has its own value, both in terms of collective and 
individual experiences. We experience architecture and understand it by the 
way it was constructed. That process is what gives it function and meaning.  
The “type” is the form of construction which ulitimatley informs the use and 
meaning.

Allen removes the importance of a single object and addresses the signifi-
cance of it as it relates to the whole.  The way he frames his argument is a sim-
ilar way in which this thesis is structured, on many different levels.  Overall, 
there are a series of models, that if taken individually, are far less successful 
than when compared to the overall relationship between models.  The sig-
nificance in the sequence lies in the way each model becomes the foundation 
for the next.  The value is in the lineage and the relationship between each 
element and what it means in terms of the global process.

Allen’s  notion of directing flow is also relevant in the fact that within each in-
dividual model, there is no predicted outcome.  It’s a designed process, which 
leads to a built model that then gets analyzed in relationship to the rest of the 
series.  In terms of traditional practice, architects are typically charged with 
designing a very specific outcome and the process to get there is a result of 
that.  Whereas with this, the outcome is somewhat submissive to the process 
and it re-evaluates where the design is developed.  

GOTTFRIED SEMPER
THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE, 1860

SYNOPSIS

RESPONSE AND INTENDED USE

Gottfried Semper addresses the classification of architecture by breaking 
away from the traditional theory held by Vitruvious; utilitas, fermitas, and 
venustas.  Semper distinguishes the critical elements of architecture in terms 
of the tectonic, associated with lightweight, linear components and the ste-
reotomic, as a form of heavy earthwork constructions.  He generalizes the 
tectonic as  “...the product of human artistic skill, not with its utilitarian aspect 
but solely with that part that reveals a conscious attempt by the artisan to 
express cosmic laws and cosmic order when molding the material.”(Semper,  
107) Semper goes further by implying that the tectonic defines the construct-
ed act, that it is somehow inherently linked to artisan as an expression of 
their context.  The tectonics represent a deeper notion of time and duration 
than compared to the heavy mass of the stereotomic.  Conversely, stereoto-
nomy Semper defines as “earthwork, formed out of the repetitious stacking 
of heavy-weight units.”  He viewed the stereotomic mass as an extension of 
earth, to provide the tectonic a base to ascend from.  The stereotomic ele-
ment becomes more closely associated with creating volume, and the tecton-
ic an open frame.  He suggests that it is the transition between the tectonic 
and stereotomic that architecture exists within and in that moment the very 
essence of architecture becomes a physical manifestation.

Semper’s expression of the tectonic and stereotomic, in their relation to 
the temporary and permenant conditions, provide a basis for compari-
son and contradiction. Both conditions must be thought of in relation not 
only to the material properties, but also in their structural or spatial func-
tion. The role of the tectonic and stereotomic, although conceived in 
a traditional way, will function beyond that. By using Semper’s defin-
tion of perceived heaviness and lightness, in combination with the rede-
fined notions of the temporary and permenant, it enables an alternate 
reading of architecture through the application of form and formwork.
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PRECEDENTS
SYNOPSES + RESPONSES

OUTLINE OF INFLUENCES

Mark West (C.A.S.T) - Bulge Wall

Cedric Price - Fun Palace

Frederick Kiesler - Endless House

OVERVIEW

The precedents chosen represent a specific body of knowledge and challenge 
the role of architect in terms of where the design begins to dictate form.  In 
these cases, form is a resultant of a specific process of fabrication and as-
sembly, a contradiction to traditional modes of operation.  By investigating 
these processes, they begin to set the foundation for the technical explora-
tions as well as to connect the theory of this thesis to historical precedents.
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MARK WEST
BULGE WALL, 2003

SYNOPSIS

RESPONSE AND INTENDED USE

CONCRETE PUSHING OUT

CONVENTIONAL FORMWORK 
DIAGRAM (PLAN)

CONCRETE PUSHING OUT
BEYOND STATIC BOUNDARY

PROPOSED FORMWORK
DIAGRAM (PLAN)

The Bulge Wall presents a flexible system within the constraints of a standard 
construction process.  This system allows for fabric sheets to be placed in 
between standard wall or floor systems.  The typical boundary forms have 
cut outs imbedded in them that allow for the concrete to flow out, while still 
being controlled by the fabric.  Within the wall, form can also be controlled 
by placing filler objects (impactos) or connecting points between planes. The 
result is a mix between two seemingly opposing systems.  One being the 
traditional restrictive planar system, the other being the 
free-form fabric system that at times can be difficult to control.  

The Bulge Wall incorporates an interesting dynamic between not only two 
different construction systems fused into one, but also the relationship 
of an object to the field.  The play between what constitutes the bound-
ary of the formwork creates an inherent tension within the project.  The 
planar system is controlling the overall form, but the flexible fabric allows 
for the concrete to bypass the static traditional constraints.  And within 
that play between different boundaries, there is the relationship of the 
impactos, the objects that give the concrete its interior form.  They cre-
ate the pressure that dictates the flow of the concrete from the inte-
rior.  The methods used to control the concrete are themselves creating 
space.  The question becomes how to create a process where the objects 
can become functionable themselves, to somehow give a more significant 
role to them after the cast.  The same is applied to the two boundary sys-
tems; do they become detached or maintain some connection to the cast? Fig.2 Photograph - Bulge Wall formwork

Fig.1 Traditional vs. Proposed formwork diagram

Fig.3  Photograph - final form post demolding
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CEDRIC PRICE
FUN PALACE, 1961

SYNOPSIS

RESPONSE AND INTENDED USE

The premise of the project was to create a space that enabled user 
interaction and participation, both in spatial organization and use. Price’s 
ambitious scheme called for a “kit of parts”, which included everything from 
structure to prefabricated floor and wall panels.    Every aspect of the 
space had the ability to be reconfigured by the user, an
anticipatory architecture, designed to incorporate multiple scales of 
change.  The goal was to create an environment that was respon-
sive to user needs in a formal way.  The “kit of parts” enabled quick 
on-site construction, a form of prefabrication that allowed for site and 
user specific constructions.  Each kit would be composed of the same 
elements, but based on user need, could be erected in a 
multitude of ways.

One of the most intriguing aspects of this proposal was the level of 
responsiveness of the system as a whole and as individual 
elements. By not becoming limited by function and program, the design 
becomes less form dependent and more about the evolution of a system.
The “kit of parts” provides the opportunity for the form and formwork to be 
reconceived in a non traditional way.  What  this “kit” is composed of and 
how it can be exploited in  terms of form and formwork is becomes the 
primary question. In terms of Price’s ambitions, each element is subject to 
change, so designing with the understanding of that level of inter-
action somehow has to be registered in the construction of the kit.  
The “kit” becomes the formwork, but it also becomes apart of the final space.  

Fig.5 Sketch - interior of the Fun Palace

Fig.4 Traditional vs. Proposed formwork diagram

Fig.6 Photograph/Sketch - interior of the Fun Palace
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FREDERICK KIESLER
ENDLESS HOUSE, 1958

SYNOPSIS

RESPONSE AND INTENDED USE

Kieslers main objective was the elastic spatial concept, which must be ca-
pable, even in a small house, of providing an optimum response to the 
varied concerns of the user.  One main goal of the Endless House was 
the continuity of flow between form, space and user, often the shape 
seen as an extension of person. He chose to show the Endless House 
as a volume with the structure interwoven into the space, cast and 
formwork becoming one.  This speaks a great deal to the conceptual 
foundation of this project, that one element creates everything, there is 
no distinction between opposing architectural or spatial components.  
The way in which the project is presented represents a space in constant tran-
sition, not defined by  traditional principles.  The Endless House attempts to
spatialize the unbound quality of architecture as it relates to time 
and scale.  It, like his models, are in a constant state of transition and 
flow, eliminating the boundary between spaces, objects and forms.

The Endless House provides a unique relationship of form and formwork 
because of the lack of distinction between the two.  Where one ends 
and the other begins is a difficult moment in space to define.   The in-
tertwining of form and formwork becomes the basis for creating a sys-
tem that somehow incorporates this inherent sense of continuity.  The 
fact that there are no corners or points in time where structure and form 
separate emphasize a certain level of responsiveness of the construc-
tion process to the concept of the project.  The form of construction and 
material application create the architectural response in this project.  
For the analysis models, creating a system where form and formwork become
one is the main objective. Also looking at the function of the formwork
after the cast is and whether it gets repurposed or if its 
intended function is apart of the cast is a critical  question.

Fig.8 Photograph - Kielser during model production

Fig.7 Traditional vs. Proposed formwork diagram

Fig.9 Photograph -Interior of the Endless House plaster model

CONCRETE PUSHING OUT

CONVENTIONAL FORMWORK 
DIAGRAM (PLAN)
EXTERNAL BOUNDARY

FORCE OF CONCRETE BINDING TOGETHER

PROPOSED FORMWORK
DIAGRAM (PLAN)
INTERNAL BOUNDARY
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METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION
MATERIAL + PROCESS EXPLORATION 

SERIES OUTLINE

SERIES ONE (based on the Bulge Wall techniques)
 M.1-Bulge Wall Revisited
 M.2-Knot Work
 M.3-Form(al) Attraction
 M.4-Flex Form

SERIES TWO (based on the Fun Palace theory of construction and assembly)
 M.5-Interlocking Joint
 M.6-Box Form(s)
 M.7-Rotating Form(s)
 
SERIES THREE (based on Endless House techniques)
 M.8-Absorption
 M.9-Suspension
 M.10-Horizontal Suspension

OVERVIEW

The first model in each series is loosely based on the principles and theories 
of the precedents.  Each subsequent model is then developed out of the op-
portunities that the previous model presented, whether that be an improve-
ment on a successful technique or correcting a failure.  The models become 
an opportunity to develop a catalogue of methods as well as carry out a spe-
cific thought process.
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CENTER OF MASS

FORM LINER
CONNECTION

FORM TIE
CONNECTION

 
LINES OF TENSION

BULGES CREATE LATERAL 
REINFORCEMENT BY 
THICKENING THE WALL IN 
CERTAIN LOCATIONS, THUS 
STIFFENING THE PLANE

SERIES ONE

SERIES OVERVIEW

M.1 - M.4

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

M.1 BULGE WALL REVISITED

The Bulge Wall by Mark West and CAST serves as the preliminary inspira-
tion for the first series. “This technology recombines ordinary materials, 
tools and techniques that are standard in contemporary cast-in-place con-
crete construction…taking advantage of the flexibility of the fabric liner 
within the rigid limits set by the plywood wall forms.”(West, 2007)  The 
misuse of fabric liners and form ties set the stage for this investigation.

Time: 15 minutes 
Air Temperature: 51° 
Humidity: 60% 
Concrete: 38 lbs. Sand Mix Water: 8 qts 
Concrete Stiffness: Medium - Light 
Demolding Time: 18 Hours

The first model in this series explores the process of the Bulge Wall, in order 
to determine both the structural and material responses created under these 
casting conditions.  Unlike the Bulge Wall, the form liner in this case is sewn 
directly to the wooden forms, making use of a flexible connection. The form 
ties in this system are wooden blocks , located in conjunction with the open-
ings in the wooden exterior panels, fastened together with a sewn connec-
tion.  The ties (wooden blocks) resist the forces of the added pressure placed 
on the forms as a result of the openings, where the fabric acts as the primary 
boundary condition.

The bulges created lateral stiffness, acting as a buttressing system, reinforc-
ing the plane of the wall . Strength is also achieved from the fabric form liner, 
which releases excess water during the hydration of the concrete, producing 
a more efficient water/cement ratio (West, 2005).  The sewn connection al-
lowed the formwork to expand and contract during curing, with figures 12  
and 13 showing this elastic condition and the fabric moving outside of the ini-
tial boundary set by the wooden forms. The irregular openings in the wooden 
forms however placed uneven stresses on the wood forms, deforming them 
to the point where reusability was not an option, which became a clear dis-
advantage.  The system did prove however to handle the use of the sewn con-
nection in a positive way, which is further investigated in following studies.  

18”

18”

WOOD BLOCK AS
FORM TIE

VOID IN WOOD
FORMWORK

Fig.10 Formwork layout (elevation)

Fig.11 Connection and gravity diagrams15 16



	  

	  

	  Fig.14 (above right) demolding showing fabric/cast/impactos,  Fig.15 (next page) Void left by impactosFig.12 (top left) Wooden forms with fabric  liner, Fig.13 (bottom Left) Final cast, post demolding



SERIES ONE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSM.2 KNOT WORK

Time: 21 minutes 
Air Temperature: 43° 
Humidity: 90% Concrete: 40 lbs. Sand Mix Water: 6 qts 
Concrete Stiffness: Medium - Heavy 
Demolding Time: 30 Hours

18”

18”

ROD FOR TIE 
CONNECTION

TIE(STRING) 
CONNECTION

12”

Knot Work began by expanding upon the principles of the Bulge Wall Revis-
ited and addressing moments of tension that were created.  The bulges were 
moved to the perimeter of the wood forms (1/2” plywood), resolving the edge 
condition and allowing the integrity of the forms to remain uncompromised by 
internal openings. Knot Work explores the flexibility of the sewn connection 
detail as an opportunity to reconnect the wooden forms.  Cables now act as 
form ties, using a knot connection around a metal rod, which enables the rod 
to be slipped out, releasing the wooden forms (Figure 9). The initial system had 
no rigid support to stand the formwork up, so the pressure of the wet concrete 
is used to rigidize the system. The extra slack in the cable is eventually used to 
reconnect the wooden forms, perpendicular to their original axis (Figure 10).

The rods maintained an even pressure on the wooden forms, restraining any 
torque from the system.  The flexibility of the cables allowed each material to 
react independently, both expanding and contracting at different rates, unin-
hibited by other materials or rigid connections.  The length of each cable was 
specific to the relocation of the wooden forms.  Each form was reconnected with 
two rows on the top and also tied on the underside to create a balance of ten-
sile forces on the wood. The bottom spread of the lateral bulges (Figure 11) also 
provides enough surface area to act as a support structure, stabilizing the wall.

This system enables a specific method for reattachment, incorporating the 
form tie as a tool for generating space post construction.  Another advan-
tage of this system is the reduction in time for disassembling the formwork 
to expose the cast.  This process also doubles as a reattachment system for 
perpendicular surfaces, gaining extra work surfaces or occupiable space. One 
disadvantage of this system is the limited use of the bulge to create more 
of an impact throughout the form.  The use of a solid planar element as pri-
mary formwork reduces the possible effect that these bulges could have.

PRE POUR POST POUR

ROD RELOCATION

TIE STRING LENGTH

Fig.15 Formwork layout (elevation)

Fig.16 Formwork and form reattachment diagram
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Fig.19 (bottom right) Cable connection,  Fig.20 (next page) Final form with reattached formworkFig.17 (above) Image post cast, Fig.18 (above right) Final cast with reattachment 
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SERIES ONE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSM.3 FORM(AL) ATTRACTION

Time: (1) 11 minutes, (2) 13 minutes
Air Temperature:(1) 45°, (2) 44°
Humidity: (1) 87%, (2) 78% Concrete: (1) 18 lbs., (2) 13lbs. Water: (1) 3 qts., 
(2) 2 qts.
Concrete Stiffness: (1) Medium, (2) Light 
Demolding Time: (1) 36 hours, (2) 24 hours

The objective of Form Attraction was inspired by the previous reduction in 
the rigidity of the form tie.  In this investigation, a magnetic form tie sys-
tem is used, denying any physical connection.  Magnetic cubes are imbed-
ded into the wooden forms and when combined with the magnetic rods 
spacing the forms apart, create a visually untraceable connection. The ini-
tial planes of the wooden forms are reduced to an open grid, allowing the 
form liner and concrete to expand beyond them.  This allows the concrete to 
form around the wood, anchoring it to the cast.  As the concrete cures and 
shrinks, the wooden forms are released by pulling the imbedded magnets 
away from the cast-in rods.  A double pour was experimented with in order 
to test the strength of magnetism in the rods imbedded into the concrete. 

The magnetic cubes imbedded into the formwork had to be placed within 
the chords of the grid, as previous trials where the magnet was within the 
joint failed by the splitting the wood, due to the strength of the magnets.  The 
reinforcement (threaded rod held in place by the force of the magnets) was 
extended in the direction of the second cast in order to distribute the load 
of the cantilevered concrete.  The magnetic rods did not lose any strength 
when cast into the concrete and provided a strong connection for reattach-
ment for the formwork.  The bulges of the concrete when cured provide a 
track for the reattachment of the wooden forms, creating a more dynamic 
relationship between the functions of the concrete when wet as compared 
to its function fully cured. This process begins to break down the formwork 
into a point-based system, contradictory to the conventional planar system.   

One advantage of this system is the ease of attachment and reattachment 
of formwork in virtually any position.  However, the imbedded rods would 
provide a thermal bridge between the two sides of the cast, becoming prob-
lematic in some instances. 

18”

IMBEDDED MAGNETIC
CONNECTIONS

FORMWORK BECOMES
AN OPEN GRID

12”

1

2

3

12”

Fig.21 Formwork layout (elevation)

Fig.22 Formwork polarization diagram
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Fig.25 (bottom right) reattachment post pour one,  Fig.26 (next page) Final form with reattached formworkFig.23 (above) Formwork with embedded magents, Fig.24 (above right) internal magentic rods



FORM TIE WITH OPEN SLOT 
CONNECTION FOR REATTACHMENT

THROUGH CABLE OR ROD 
CONNECTION

TENSION CABLE
THREADED ROD

TENSION CABLE
TENSION CABLE

TENSION CABLE

BULGE WALL PLAN

FLEXIBLE FORM PLAN

REDUCES CONCRETE AND ADDED 
FORMWORK TO CREATE SECONDARY 
STRUCTURE

SERIES ONE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSM.4 FLEX FORM

Time: 23 Minutes 
Air Temperature: 41° 
Humidity: 75% Concrete: 26 lbs. Sand Mix Water: 5 qts 
Concrete Stiffness: Medium-Light 
Demolding Time: N/A

Flex Form explores using the plasticity of concrete to generate form, no lon-
ger solely relying on formwork.  Flexible connections are used to allow form-
work to morph under the pressure of the wet concrete.  This required the 
formwork to have a significant flexibility with out compromising its structural 
integrity.  The wood forms were broken down into linear elements, incor-
porating joints into the surface planes, increasing flexibility. The connections 
are created using tension cables, running internally between the overlapping 
wooden elements.  The formwork becomes restricted under two separate 
systems.  The form liner restricts the movement based on the how taught the 
fabric is sewn to the forms. Concurrently, form ties act to constrain the system 
by pulling the formwork together, resisting the outward force of the concrete.  
A pin system acts as a formwork/form tie connection, which makes removal 
and reattachment of the formwork effortless, requiring no hard connection.

In the initial studies, linear elements were oriented in the vertical direction, 
which caused the system to buckle under the pressure of the concrete.  By 
stacking them horizontally, the joints become vertical, transferring the loads 
directly to the ground. The flexibility of the joints allowed the form to bend, 
stiffening the plane of the cast .  As water was released and the concrete con-
tinued to settle during the curing process, the form continually shifted.  By 
creating a formwork that forms with the concrete, a more dynamic exchange 
between materials occurs.  Material properties play an integral part in this 
system, dictating the degree to which each will inform the other.

One dilemma posed by this system is the location and material of reinforce-
ment. One potential is FRP (fiberglass reinforced polymer) rebar, running it 
through the center of the wooden form ties.  This would locate the flexible 
reinforcement in conjunction with the movement of the form.

18”

FORM TIES

SPACERS

18”

Fig.27 Formwork layout (elevation)

Fig.28 (above) Formwork center of mass diagram, Fig.29 (left) Formwork assembly diagram
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Fig.32 (bottom left)  projecting formties, post reattachment,  Fig.33 (above) Final formFig.30 (left page) Formwork bulging during cast, Fig.31 (top image) formwork post cast, demolded fabric



CAST ARRANGEMENT
OBJECT VS. FIELD

FORMWORK REATTACHMENT

BOX PERIMETER DISPOSABLE
INTERNAL FORMWORK TO REMAIN

CAST IN JOINT CONNECTION

INTERSTITIAL CONNECTION

TEMPORARY CASTING AGENT(BLUE 
FOAM)

TEMPORARY PERIMETER WALL

SPACING BETWEEN UNITS 
CREATES A VOID TO ENABLE 
CASTING

SERIES TWO

SERIES OVERVIEW

M.5 - M.7

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

M.5 INTERLOCKING JOINT

The second series of explorations are based on Cedric Price’s Fun Palace and 
its theory of a kit of parts assembly process.  In conjunction with the readings 
from Stan Allen’s “Field Conditions”, the importance of the relationship of 
each element and the space between them is just as important as the ele-
ments themselves.  In this series, the connection between the formwork and 
the form is integrated into the casting process, with the resultant space an 
expansion of the construction process and methods of assembly.

Time: 9 Minutes
Air Temp:36 Degrees
Humidity: 54%
Concrete: 7 Lbs. Sand Mix/Resin Cement
Water: 1.5 Qts.
Concrete Stiffness: Light
Demolded: 18 Hours

Price’s Fun Palace called for a kit of parts assemblage system; this series will 
use that “kit” as the formwork system.  In the interlocking joint study a tem-
porary exterior shell (foam insulation) is constructed with wooden inserts 
spaced the same thickness apart.  The inserts have a central slot on each edge 
(the thickness of the spacing) and hold a temporary foam bar that runs the 
length of the box, also locking the wood in place.  After the concrete is poured 
and cured, the blue foam is burned out leaving the concrete and wood.  A 
release agent was coated on each side of the wood to prevent the wood and 
concrete from bonding and make demolding easier.

Since the thickness of the foam inserts matches the thickness of the concrete, 
the wood and concrete slot together and an endless pattern of assemblies are 
created.  The concrete used was a mixture of sand and resin, which enables a 
very thin pour with a relatively high strength ratio.

Two issues arose from this exploration; one being the exterior shell could 
potentially be explored as permanent design component.  The second being 
the lack of formal/functional diversity of each element.  Both of which will be 
explored in the next investigation.

12”

6”

18”

18”

Fig.34 Formwork layout (plan)

Fig.36 (above) Temporary shell diagram, Fig.37 (bottom left) formwork/form connection

Fig.35 Cast arrangement and reattachment
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Fig.40 (above) Connection detail  Fig.41 (next page) Final form with reattached formworkFig.38 (above, left) Formwork/Form after burning of shell, Fig.39(bottom, left) Formwork/form connection



SERIES TWO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSM.6 BOX FORM(S)

The next exploration in the series begins to utilize the entire container as a 
means of reconnection.  The “box” becomes a series of layers, stacked one 
on top of another, with eight identical voids in each.  These voids will be the 
eventual location for the placement of the concrete.  There was also a desire 
in this investigation to allow each element to perform different functions.  In 
this case, the concrete will act as the connection between the wooden sec-
tions, locking them together similar to a pin connection.

The result provided numerous assembly options, as did the previous inves-
tigation.  The orientation was forced to be horizontal, which allows the con-
crete to hold the wood together in compression.  Multiple spaces are created 
as a result of the assembly.  The remnants of the wood can be seen imprinted 
into the concrete, which also aids in the reassembly, with the wood notching 
into the concrete.   And unlike the previous exploration, this required no re-
lease agent because of the method of fabrication used to create the wooden 
section.  By laser cutting the wood, the surface charred and acted as its own 
release agent, not allowing the wood to bond to the concrete.

While analyzing the results that were produced by this investigation, one of 
the more interesting potentials was the way in which the concrete was regis-
tering the wood.  The possibility to use the concrete to direct and realign the 
formwork became an interest for further investigation.

12”

6”

18”

18”

CAST ARRANGEMENT
OBJECT VS. FIELD

FORMWORK REATTACHMENT

LAYERED SECTIONS TO 
ENABLE DEMOLDING

CONCRETE AS PIN CONNECTION
MULITPLE COMBINATIONS

INTERSTITIAL CONNECTION

INDIVIDUAL CAST ELEMENTS
NO DEFINED SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP

Time: 9 Minutes
Air Temp:44 Degrees
Humidity: 87%
Concrete: 9 Lbs. Sand Mix
Water: 2 Qts.
Concrete Stiffness: Medium
Demolded: 24 Hours

Fig.42 Formwork layout (plan)

Fig.44 Layered formwork sections diagram Fig.45 Individual cast elements Fig.46 Formwork/Form Connection

Fig.43 Cast arrangement and reattachment
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Fig.49 (above) Final assembly, interstitial space  Fig.50 (next page) Final assemblyFig.47 (above, left) Formwork sections, Fig.48(bottom, left) Formwork/form connection



CAST ARRANGEMENT
OBJECT VS. FIELD

FORMWORK REATTACHMENT

FORMWORK SECTONAL ELEMENTS

INTERSTITIAL CONNECTION

POST POUR ROTATION

SERIES TWO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSM.7 ROTATING FORM(S)

Time: 7 Minutes
Air Temp: 44 Degrees
Humidity: 97%
Concrete: 3 Lbs. Sand Mix
Water: 1/4 Qts.
Mix: Medium/Heavy  Stiffness
Demolded: 36 Hours

The third investigation in this series seeks to utilize the concrete as a vehicle 
in which the formwork will eventually move around.  There is also an ambi-
tion to begin to break down the formwork into a series of individual parts 
that can be reassembled in different intervals to develop a hierarchy between 
scales of the formwork and resultant form.

The formwork is designed as half circle arcs which when placed together, form 
a box with rounded edges.  This allows the formwork to rotate off the cast and 
still be linked to members below.  The formwork is initially held together us-
ing a rod system which runs through the both corners of each individual piece 
of formwork.  Once the cast is cured the rod is pulled out and each member 
is free to rotate around the concrete.

The functional relationship between formwork and form is clearly visible as 
a result.  The cast eventually holds the formwork pieces together using com-
pression, eliminating other types of connections.  The functions of each ele-
ment also become diversified in this study, while still ultimately dependent 
on the other.

12”

6”

18”

18”

Fig.51 Formwork layout (plan)

Fig.53 Formwork assembly diagram, Fig.54 Rotation diagram

Fig.52 Cast arrangement and reattachment
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Fig.57 (above) Final assembly, interstitial space  Fig.58 (next page) Final assemblyFig.55 (above, left) Formwork sections, Fig.56 (bottom, left) Formwork/form during demolding



LAYER 1

0% DE-THREADED
FIBERGLASS CLOTH
1/32” WEAVE

METAL THREAD
1” WEAVE

66% DE-THREADED
FIBERGLASS CLOTH
1/8” WEAVE

RIGID FORMWORK
(INTERNAL SCAFFOLDING)

0% DE-THREADED
FIBERGLASS CLOTH
1/32” WEAVE

THREAD SEAL
FORM TIE

THREAD SEAL
FORM TIE

LAYER 2

LAYER 3

LAYER 4

LAYER 5

CONCRETE PERMEATION

SERIES THREE

SERIES OVERVIEW

M.8 - M.10

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

M.8 ABSORPTION

The third series of explorations are based on Frederick Kiesler’s pro-
posal for the Endless House, specifically the unusual placement of form-
work.  The displacement from the exterior to the interior provided the 
opportunity to integrate formwork with form, not as a reattachment 
like in previous studies, but as a fusion of materials.  This also begins to 
bring in the fabric liner as a permanent element, unlike previous tests.

Time: 15 minutes 
Air Temperature: 51° 
Humidity: 60% 
Concrete: 38 lbs. Sand Mix Water: 8 qts 
Concrete Stiffness: Medium - Light 
Demolding Time: 18 Hours

By placing the formwork on the interior, the issue of how to contain the wet 
concrete is addressed.  Unlike Kiesler’s application, this process uses a fiber-
glass mesh as an exterior skin.  The ambition was to use the open weave of 
the mesh to allow the concrete to permeate the fabric, imbedding it into the 
cast.  What was once a form liner now begins to add structural integrity to the 
concrete, using the fabric to compensate for concretes inability to perform 
under tensile forces. Sewn directly to an inner scaffolding (3” wooden grid) 
system is a dethreaded (66% initial thread count) layer of fiberglass mesh, 
which acts as internal reinforcement.  The end result is a three layer woven 
system: wooden open grid scaffolding (internal), dethreaded fiberglass mesh 
(internal) and an outer layer of fiberglass mesh standard threaded (surface).  

Absorption did occur, but only with a superficial connection as the fabric was 
still distinguishable from the concrete.  The outer layer of mesh proved to be 
to woven to tightly to allow concrete to filter through and be fully absorbed. 
A bonding agent was also used in this study, which was added to the concrete 
and resulted in a very strong connection between the concrete and fabric.

After this study, multiple investigations were conducted to determine the ap-
propriate fabric for absorption and strength.  A fusible fabric was determined 
to be the best solution, absorbing into and stiffening with the concrete.

18”

THREAD SEAL
FORM TIE

INTERNAL
SCAFFOLDING

18”

Fig.59 Formwork layout (elevation)

Fig.60 Formwork layers of assembly
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Fig.63 (above) Concrete permeation during cast  Fig.63 (next page) Final assembly/absorptionFig.61 (above, left) scaffold with reinforcement mesh, Fig.62 (bottom, left) Outer mesh



SERIES THREE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSM.9 SUSPENSION

Time: 38 Minutes
Air Temp: 40 Degrees
Humidity: 68%
Concrete: 12 Lbs. Vinyl Concrete, 15 Lbs. Hydraulic Cement
Water: 3 Qts., 1 Qt. Bonding Agent
Mix: Light / Medium/  Heavy  Stiffness
Demolded: N/A

The ambition of this investigation is to reduce the non-essential elements 
from the casting process by diversifying other conventions.  In developing a 
strategy for eliminating the scaffolding, the internal reinforcing became an 
opportunity to perform another role.  Rigid reinforcement is reconceived as a 
suspended cable system, also serving as a structure to hang the fabric mesh.  
A fusible fabric is used together with a bonding agent, which allows the con-
crete to filter through and attach.  In this study, the fabric was soaked in a 
bonding agent and it was additionally added to the concrete mix, enhancing 
the chemical bond between the fabric mesh and concrete. Hydraulic cement 
was used because as it cures, it doesn’t shrink like typical concrete mixtures, 
aiding in the absorption of the fabric mesh.

The use for a constructed jig became unnecessary, with a doorway now serv-
ing as a supporting structure; the casting process now becoming a parasite 
on an existing environment. During casting, different concrete mixtures were 
used to enable the absorption of the fabric.  The initial pours were a light 
(higher slump) mixture, with each succeeding pour a thicker (low slump) 
consistency.  The heavier mixtures displace the lighter ones, the pressure of 
which pushes the concrete out through the fabric mesh.  With the inability to 
touch the surface to vibrate the concrete, the internal reinforcing (suspended 
cables) were used to shake the cast, releasing water and compacting the con-
crete. The formwork appears to vanish into the wet concrete, a seemingly 
invisible boundary now containing the wet concrete.  

The suspended cables act similar to pre-tensioned concrete, however in this 
case using the weight of the concrete to determine the tension placed on the 
cable. Gravity begins to impact the form, however, it is not doing anything for 
increasing structure, other than tensioning cables.  Gaudi’s chain tests begin 
to present a possible inspiration for the next investigation.

CONCRETE PERMEATION

75% DE-THREADED
FIBERGLASS CLOTH
1/16” WEAVE
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Fig.64 Formwork layout (elevation)

Fig.65 Formwork layers of assembly
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Fig.68 (above) Suspension system, Fig.69 (next page) Final absorption textureFig.66 (above, left) Formwork pre cast, Fig.67 (bottom, left) Formwork/form post cast
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SERIES THREE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSM.10 HORIZONTAL TENSION

Time: 75 Minutes
Air Temp: 36 Degrees
Humidity: 81%
Concrete: 14 Lbs. Hydraulic Cement, 14Lbs. Vinyle Concrete
Water: 4 Qts., 1.5 Qts. Bonding Agent
Mix: Light / Medium/  Heavy  Stiffness
Demolded: N/A

The previous models use of suspension and gravity (concrete displacement) 
inspired further investigation, which aimed to combine these techniques as 
a structural strategy. By reorienting the reinforcement (pre-tensioned cables) 
horizontally, the form deflects into an arch, working with the forces of gravity 
instead of resisting them, producing a purely compressive structure. The pour 
location becomes a challenging task however, due to the angle and flexible 
nature of the mould. To counteract this, multiple pour locations are intro-
duced so that the pressure of the concrete can build from the center outward.

Thread seals (washers) are used, similar to the previous study, although in 
this case the two sides of the formwork are fastened directly together at the 
seals.  As water was released during casting and curing, gravity did not filter 
water out directly from out the bottom, which was expected. Instead, the 
concrete settled and water was released out the top, draining through the 
seals.  

The concrete absorbed the fabric by the same process of bonding agents and 
vibration as the previous investigation. However, the texture of the concrete 
appeared much different due to the way the water was released and the fab-
ric was absorbed by the concrete; a smoother concrete surface replacing the 
rough, rippled texture of the preceding model. Each convention in this inves-
tigation performs a variety of different functions, demanding more dynamic 
integration of systems.  Form here, emerges as a result of decisions made as 
a response to enhancing structural and material efficiencies.

The effects of gravity can be most notably read in this investigation as com-
pared to the previous.  Not only in form, but in the texture and casting pro-
cess as well.   
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Fig.70 Formwork layout (elevation)

Fig.71 Gravity/catenary curve diagram

Fig.72 Formwork layers of assembly
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Fig.75 (above) Water draining internally, Fig.76 (next page) Final assembly, catenary curveFig.73 (above, left) Formwork pre cast, Fig.74(bottom, left) Formwork/form post cast



RESEARCH PRESENTATION

C.A.S.T. VISIT

The opportunity arose to travel to Manitoba and visit the CAST facility.  The 
purpose was not only to better understand the process that West has devel-
oped through the years, but also to discuss with faculty members the current 
thesis project and results.  The majority of the visit took place within the 
CAST research facility where students and faculty explore a hands on research 
method.  No drawings are used, a blackboard serves as a mark-up wall where 
connections and details are discussed and worked through.

 It was a valuable learning opportunity only made possible by the generosity 
of Mark West, Frank Fantauzzi and the faculty at the University of Manitoba.

Fig.77 Detail wall for the production of construction documents

Many of the discussions centered around the difficulties that arise when 
attempting to institute an a-typical construction method to the building 
industry, with themes of efficiency always at the forefront of the conver-
sation.

The question of scale soon arose, particularly when the conversation be-
gan to center around the final stages of the thesis...building big.  What is 
full scale and can the previous models not also be thought of as full scale?
With the continuation of the research, how can a jump in scale have the 
widest range of effects?

Fig.78 Small scale model gallery

OPEN DISCUSSION



PHASE II

CHOOSING A SITE + PROCESS

MOVING FORWARD

The final proposal of this thesis is a full-scale installation, exploring 
strategies developed from the previous research.  The installation will be as 
experimental as previous investigations, with the jump in scale posing new 
questions and challenging conventions on a whole new level.  The first priority, 
choosing a site.  The question becomes what the appropriate setting is for this 
proposal.  Interior vs. exterior, open vs. contained space, built environment vs. 
blank canvas.   Multiple locations were investigated, from art parks to urban 
environments,  none showing as much potential as the Buffalo Grain elevators.  
Situated on the outskirts of Buffalo’s waterfront, the monumental concrete 
structures are a byproduct of material innovation and industrial production.
The site posed unique challenges which allowed the research to be adaptive 
to a new set of criteria, enabling the process and method of exploration to 
become more refined.  Scale, for instance, became an initial concern, with the 
silos towering well over 120’ in the air taking thousands of man hours to con-
struct.  How does one adequatley compete with that amount of monumen-
tality?  The answer would somehow lie in the relationship of the viewer and 
the orientation and position of the installation in relation to the surrounding 
context.  To somehow put the viewer in a position to understand scale and 
gravity in a new way.  Another restriction would be the lack of physical con-
nection to the site, the limitation being that no rigid connection would be 
allowed, reducing the possible damage to the silos.  The question as to how 
the concrete installation could inhabit the space and not touch or disturb the 
site became a interesting dilemma. 

Given the multitude of tensions and restrictions created with this site; the 
massive scale, the innovative use of concrete, the abandoned context (with 
historical, political and social connotations) and the desire for preservation, 
the ambition is not to resolve these, but to use these contradictions to devel-
op a commentary between two diverse processes and the results they yield.

In choosing a specific process to continue to develop from the 
previous semester, the suspension series appeared to have the greatest 
potential.  Given its parasitic relationship to a specific site, as well as the 
material and structural efficiency it generates, the intention is not to sim-
ply scale up the process, but to develop it in relation to the context of the 
site.     It was important to chose a  process that challenged convention in 
a variety of ways.  Because the site has such an overwhelming presence,  
the suspension series doesn’t alienate itself within the space, instead it is 
able to register it’s unique qualities and formally develop a secondary read-
ing of the space.  Through this process of designing infused with making it 
confronts the site, ultimatley responding to and informing   a new space.
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SITE

HISTORY OF PRODUCTION + FUTURE USE

SILO CITY 

Buffalo’s skyline is dominated by the presence of the grain elevators, a con-
stant reminder of the former industry that once controlled the majority of 
the cities purpose.  The structures remain an icon because of not only their 
importance to a specific industry and technological innovation, but simulta-
neously by what their image represented to a new era of architecture and 
theory.

With the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825, Buffalo became a transportation 
hub for the shipping industry.  Massive structures would soon be erected, 
first in wood and then eventually in concrete to store and move the grain.   
These  buildings would inspire the modernist era, from the likes of Banham 
to Le Corbusier, because of precise geometry and its dependency on its func-
tion.  The forms of the structures are specific to storage of grain, geometry 
completely dictated by the function, with little to no formal design from an 
architectural standpoint.  As Banham suggests “These examples of modern 
engineering, designed for practical use only, and obviously without any deco-
rative assistance from an architect, made a deep impression by their simple 
structure reduced to basic forms of geometry such as cubes and cylinders. 
They were conceived as patterns exemplifying once more the essence of the 
pure form of use, gaining its impressive effect from its bare structure.” (Ban-
ham, 231)  

Every aspect of the buildings were designed as efficiently as possible, in order 
to expedite the type of movement that would occur  .  Marine A. for example 
(the specific thesis site) was the first to be designed with operable moving 
marine legs, which ran the extent of the structure on the canal side.  The legs 
would take grain from the ships to the top of the building, which had a con-
veyor belt running the length of the roof, and deliver them to individual silos.    
Each silo works on a gravity feed system, which would direct and store the 
grain and eventually release it onto a conveyor belt system that ran on a lin-
ear path through the base of the structure.  There was also a vertical conveyor 
belt system that ran through the workhouse on the back of the structure, run 
by a series of pulleys and counter weights.  Each movement was carefully  
choreographed into the form of the structure, boosting material efficiency 
with gravity-induced methods.

The buildings are almost all but empty now, with the future of the structures 
in limbo.  A few have been bought, now renamed Silo City, with the promise 
of adaptive reuse and revitalization giving hope for a new life to the monu-
mental structures.   
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Fig.79 (above) Marine A. Floor plan, Fig.80 (next page) Silo City plan
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SITE

CONSTRUCTION  PROCESS + INNOVATION

Marine A. was designed and built using a very innovative construction pro-
cess that had to manage extreme loads and less than desired soil conditions.  
To do this, a slip form construction process was used, where continuously 
moving formwork was propelled by a jacking system.  It would rise at a rate 
of 6” per hour, topping off at 122’ in just over 10 days.  The rate of movement 
in the formwork was calculated so that the freshly poured concrete had just 
enough time to set up before the formwork was elevated.

This was also the first silo erected where no internal reinforcing (steel beams, 
etc.) used, so all structural loads where transferred via the concrete walls.  
The engineer behind the design (Joseph Dart) also calculated the minimum 
wall thickness that would be able to withstand the average 10,000 lbs/sf load, 
which resulted in 8” thick walls rising 122’, a rather slender ratio given the 
time.

The importance of gravity, not only within the construction process, but also 
as a function of the grain elevators, is a key factor in the success of this sys-
tem.  By utilizing the forces of gravity, as opposed to resisting them, it be-
comes a self-regulating system.  Movement on the site and within the silo was 
dictated by the forces of gravity, maximizing the efficiency of both material 
and time.

The method of construction resulted in a precisely orchestrated balance be-
tween time and material efficiency.  Form here is dictated by the ability to  
capitalize on the constraints and opportunities of a material that undergoes 
a phase change (concrete), as well as the forces of gravity, to provide a space 
that functions in a more dynamic way.  Form and geometry emerge out of 
function and utility based on the characteristics of materials and movement, 
much like the final installation and process asprires to be.

JACKING ROD

4’ FORMWORK 
SECTION

MIDDLE DECKING
CASTING DECK

TOP DECKING
RAISING DECK

BOTTOM DECKING
SURFACE TREATE-
MENT DECK

6”
 P

ER
 H

O
U

R
8 hours

16 hours

32 hours

+ 4’

+ 8’

+ 12’

+ 0’

10 days

MARINE A.

Fig.81 (above) Slip form casting diagram, Fig.82 (next page) Image of Marine A. taken 2/2/2012
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EXISTING CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

This specific silo was chosen because of the unique second level ceiling condi-
tion.  The sloped ceiling has a low point of just over 8’ and rises to 17’, which 
creates a much more manageable scale compared to the remaining open si-
los towering 122’ high.  One of the most appealing aspects of this site are the 
vertical opening conditions.  The ceiling has five openings (2’ by 2’), which  
each are contained within five separate compartments above.  The five com-
partments are defined by structural walls, which rise approximately 40’ in the 
silo, above which is a work zone used to direct different grain mixtures in the 
separate compartments.  Each opening has a funnel like condition used to 
direct the grain, which appears to be multiple layers of concrete built up over 
time and hand formed.  The specific angle of each is dependent on the type 
of grain contained within the compartment, with different grains each having 
uniqiue angles of repose.  At one time, steel chutes hung from these open-
ings, with the central three being connected and used to mix grain types.  
The conveyor belt, which ran through the entire structure, elevated off the 
ground in this silo, following the slope of the ceiling.  The chutes and conveyor 
system have previously been removed, their absence creating voids of a once 
very active system.  Because the process chosen to explore further from the 
previous research deals with suspension, these five vertical openings provide 
a unique and challenging design opportunity.  
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PRELIMINARY PROPOSALS
DIGITAL DESIGNS

SPATIAL EXPLORATIONS

The initial design proposals were drafted using computer software with a 
digital input of the site specifics.  The use of only existing openings as pull 
locations became one of the primary restrictions for the installation.  The 
proposal on the right utilizes the five vertical openings, where columns are 
suspended and connected by using the internal cable reinforcement, project-
ing from one to the next.  These cables would then attached to the perimeter 
walls with a turnbuckle connection.  This connection would enable continual 
tightening of the cables throughout the pour and afterward.  The main objec-
tive of this proposal was to have an interaction between the cast and site, 
with the influence of gravity creating specific forms.

The formwork would be hung from the openings and during the cast the 
cables would be adjusted so that gravity would begin to deform the shape 
of the columns.  Gravity is intended to be used as part of the formwork sys-
tem, with the suspension of each column enhancing this effect.  Each col-
umn would be elevated one foot off of the ground and rise to two feet below 
the ceiling condition, making each column unique in height and weight.  The 
space becomes dissected by the installation, with the columns creating an-
chors for the path of cables.  

Time becomes an important aspect of the process as well.  With each column 
being a separate cast, one column begins to affect the form of the next via 
the cable system, each responding differently depending on when and where 
they are pulled from.  The specific sequence of the construction process be-
gins to establish the form and response to the site.

Multiple design proposals were developed using this strategy, however each 
were to speculative as to how the process would react instead of a more em-
pirical investigation like previous research.

Fig.85 Axo diagram of one proposed suspended column system

1 11 1

EXTRA SLACK
FOR POST
TENSIONING

PRE POUR (SECTION) POST POUR (SECTION)

Fig.86 Plans/sections of proposed system(pre and post pour)65 66



SITE MODEL

DESIGN + CONSTRUCTION TESTING

1:4 SCALE

It became apparent quickly that attempting to design the final installation 
via the computer was antithetical to the premise of this thesis.  A return to 
designing through making was needed to push the process to the 
next level.  A 1:4 model was created replicating the exact conditions 
found within the site, which would enable design and fabrication to 
closely mimic the effects at full scale.  The 8’ diameter model is an occupiable 
space, allowing a level of testing and exploration unachievable in digitally.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time: 3 Days
Hardware + Material :
            4’ X  8’ Luan
            3/4” Cabinet Grade Plywood
            2” X  4” 
            1” X  1”
            U-Bolts

Fig.87 1:4 scale model (back view, large opening condition) Fig.88 (above) Front view, Fig. 89 (right)  Vertical opening locations and connections
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FINDING FORM

CATENARY CURVES + MINIMAL STRUCTURES

INTERSECTING ARCHES

The first exploration using the 1:4 model involved creating two 
intersecting arches within the path of the five vertical openings. The intersect-
ing arches were designed to define an alternative circulation path using soft 
boundaries with a minimal structure.  This is done by suspending the 
two arches and allowing them to only touch the ground in four points.  
Investigating how much the space could potentially be impacted while 
touching it as delicately as possible became a driving force behind the design.  
The more that the form is suspended, the more it depends on the methods within 
this specific construction technique.  The arches create a new occupiable zone, 
defining space without enclosing it.  The form also begins to visually display 
the effects of gravity on the process, without the need for a secondary action 
like the previous column designs required.   The final form is created by literally 
tracing the path of the openings, finding form inherent to the existing context.

Suspended from the five vertical openings, steel cables run through the 
formwork and anchor to the underside by looping the cable through a 
compression sleeve.  The cables connections are spaced on the formwork so 
that the load of the concrete could be evenly distributed throughout the form, 
with one connection not withstanding any more load than the next. The cast 
resulted in a series of small catenary arches created in between each connection 
point, with the result of gravity much more evident than in previous designs. 

The way that the cast is connected to the site, the organic form appears to 
be mid performance, restricted by the cables and on the verge of breaking 
away.  This was most evident during the curing stages, when the concrete 
was wet and dripping, with the fabric beginning to disappear.  The design of 
the form now becomes even more relevant, because of the way in which the 
transformation of materials is registered on the occupant. It can’t be a wall 
or column condition, but instead must be something that is above you and 
around you, so that one experiences the process on many different levels.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time: 1 Hour
Concrete:   90 Lbs. Sand Mix W/Bonding Agent
Hardware: 1/16” Cable
         1/16” Compression Sleeves 
         1/16” Stops        
                        Steel Wire (.018/.025 Thickness
         1/4” Washers
         Fusible Weft Fabric

Fig.90 Suspended arches formwork Fig.91 Post pour formwork/form, Fig.92 Interior view of suspended form
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MAPPING MOVEMENT
LINE TO SURFACE 

PROCESS

To truly utilize the potential of both the process as well as the site, a 
horizontal surface condition became the most apparent design choice, 
which also contradicts the verticality of the structure.  Because the silo is so 
monumental, in both scale and material use, the ability to explore the 
extent of the space was crucial.  In understanding the history of the site and 
the incredible and precise movement that occurred, the opportunity arose to 
retrace that and create a surface that embodied that energy and performance.

The primary method of circulation in the original space was centered 
around the linear path of the conveyor belt, which dictated a secondary 
circulation pattern.  The conveyor path may have been a simple 
linear path, but it generated a complex secondary circulation pattern 
integrating the remaining openings (windows, doors, etc.). The idea for the surface 
design was to map the movement basing it off of the initial path and using 
the horizontal openings as attraction points to pull the line into a surface 
pattern.    The attraction points are meant to expand the line with 
each opening mapped individually (diagrams 1-4 below) and then 
superimposed onto one another (diagram 5 below) to get the initial form. The 
preliminary diagrams read almost as a topographical map, with the site no longer 
being read as a static environment, but one with depth and energy.  After 
the each attraction diagram is superimposed, the final form is then produced 
utilizing key boundary conditions as well as perimeter cable requirements.  
The first boundary condition applied is the limit to which perimeter cables 
will be pulled too, five feet from the perimeter wall (diagram 6 below).   

Because the entire boundary of the form must be pulled in complete 
tension, outlining the cable extents will eventually result in the final 
perimeter of the surface. The next condition is applied by taking the 
corner of each attraction point (horizontal openings) and pulling them into the 
previous boundary line (diagrams 7-8 below).  An arc form is used which 
better resists the forces of tension when the load of the concrete is 
applied.  The final boundary condition added is the extent to which the actual 
formwork will go (diagram 9 below).  This boundary is three feet from 
the wall, which allows for circulation around the form and also allows the 
surface to not have to terminate into a point, providing a stronger edge 
condition.  The final five diagrams act as the perimeter cable mapping which 
outlines the form of the final surface.  With the understanding that the form 
will be hung from the five vertical openings above, this form also makes every 
effort to bend around the openings to ensure installation was possible.  
Knowing that there is a central opening, as well the fact that in order to cast, the 
center would have to be occupied, three work zones were introduced.  They 
were design around the central opening as well as to accommodate that each 
area of the surface is reachable within arms length.  The three zones are also 
designed so that they never get to close in proximity to one another, which 
would create a beam condition and could potentially undermine the integrity 
of the structure.  The final form is read as apart of the existing space, not 
something that is divorced from the context around it, but inspired from it.  This 
process not only utilizes site as a casting machine, but a form finding one as well. 

Fig.92 Line to surface diagrams

Fig.93 Final form with work zones
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LINE TO SURFACE MODEL

SURFACE POUR

To test the angle of the surface and the connections, a mock up was con-
structed in the 1:4 model.  The initial angle follows the slope of the ceiling, 
with the surface remaining flat, hovering above the floor in the same path 
that the conveyor path once occupied.  A series of cable connections cover 
the surface, acquiring different load paths throughout the form.  Flat washers 
are used at these location, providing a larger surface area at the connection 
points, dispersing the point load on the fabric.  Cable stops and compression 
sleeves are used on both sides of the washers, to ensure the formwork re-
mains in the same place, unable to slip.  The formwork is sewn in two layers, 
a top and bottom, creating a pillow like condition with concrete filling the 
two layers.  The fabric chosen is restricted by 22” wide sections, which means 
multiple pieces will be connected together to create the surface.  Each fabric 
panel is overlapped with the adjoining one, creating a 2 inch overlap on each 
side, where a sewn connection is used.

The top and bottom layers are compressed where the cables run through, 
which also begins to regulate the amount of concrete in the system, reducing 
the weight.  The more cable connection, the more the formwork gets com-
pressed which regulates the pillow condition.  Connections in this study were 
placed every 18”, picking up conditions both close to and on the edge to see 
how the system would react.  The perimeter cables project out and are con-
nected to blocking in the horizontal openings.  

The casting process was achieved by making small incisions to the top layer 
of the formwork and pouring the concrete in.  The formwork began to pillow 
and fill, with the pressure causing the holes to tighten, not permitting any 
concrete to fall out as the formwork absorbed into the concrete.  The corners 
did provide a problem when they angled up, making it difficult to get concrete 
up into the far edges.  By angling these down and creating a dome like condi-
tion, this could be resolved.  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time: 1.5 Hours
Concrete:   240 Lbs. Sand Mix W/Bonding Agent
Hardware:     1/16” Cable
         1/16” Compression Sleeves 
         1/16” Stops        
                        Steel Wire (.018/.025 Thickness)
         1X2 Pine
         2” Flat Washers
         Fusible Weft Fabric

Fig.94 Suspended surface  formwork Fig.95 (above) Image during pour, Fig.96 (next page) Interior view of suspended final form
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1:1 CONNECTION TEST

FIBERGLASS JOINTS

After the surface model was completed, it became apparent that a new type 
of connection had to be developed between fabric panels.  This connection 
had to decrease production time as well as provide a more durable joint with-
out penetrating the fabric (stitching causes minor tearing in the fabric), which 
increases the potential for a tear.  The use of fiberglass was introduced as 
a means adhering two panels together with enough flexibility to allow the 
fabric to bend.  For this test, a piece of fiberglass is placed between the two 
layers with resin is applied to both sides.  This creates a seamless connection 
without the need for additional hardware.  This test also began to explore 
how far the compression joints (non cable/washer connections) could be 
placed apart. A five foot by five foot section of the surface model was created 
with fiberglass connections at each panel overlap.  A sewn connection was 
still used to satisfy the corners as well as to fasten the washer connections. 

In order for the test to mimic full-scale conditions, the perimeter had to be 
pulled into complete tension.  The solution was to place the test in a cor-
ner with two windows in close proximity.  The exterior of the windows were 
blocked out which allowed the two top projecting cables to be fastened too.  
Steel scaffolding was then weighted down to provide a bottom connection 
point for the bottom projecting cables.  The entire structure was suspended 
from the steel I-beam above.

During casting, 310 lbs. of concrete was added before the top sewn connec-
tions began to tear away from the fabric.    The suspension connection in this 
test had a stop located on the cable 1” from the washer connection.  Ideally, 
the concrete was intended to fill the space between the layers of fabric and 
push the connection upward until it reached the stop allowing the concrete 
to bear the load instead of the fabric.    However, there was so much tension 
in the fabric that the two layers wouldn’t allow concrete to filter between.

The fiberglass connection did work far better than the sewn connection.  Al-
though after the test cured, the fiberglass clothe inside the resin became in-
credibly sharp and could be a potential tearing hazard.  The farthest distance 
between compression connections tested was 2 feet, which appeared to be 
the max distance before the tension became too much for the connection 
to handle.  Due to the top sewn connection failing, the test was not filled to 
capacity, there for the fabric didn’t have enough pressure to absorb fully into 
the concrete.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time: 2 Hours (Casting)
Concrete:      310 Lbs. Sand Mix
Hardware:     1/16” Cable
         1/16” Compression Sleeves 
         1/16” Stops        
         2” Flat Washers
         West System 107 Resin.
                        West System 207 Hardener
         Fiberglass Cloth
                        Steel Wire (.025 Thickness)
         Fusible Weft Fabric

Fig.98 Suspended surface showing fiberglass band ot perimeter

Fig.97 Suspended surface with jig

Fig.99 Suspension connection (flat washer) Fig.100 Underside of surface, force of gravity showing pulled connection
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SINGLE CONNECTION LOAD TEST

RESIN AND SILICONE 

The need for a full-scale test arose in order to calculate how much load a 
single connection could withstand in order to more accurately predict spac-
ing requirements.  A jig was set up utilizing scaffolding, with the fabric strung 
between with a single central connection  suspended from an I-beam.  In this 
study, the fiberglass cloth was removed and just a resin application was used 
in order to adhere fabric panels together.  This eliminates the sharp edges 
of the fiberglass and still allows the resin to make a fairly rigid connection 
without sacrificing flexibility.  The resin was applied using a dashed pattern, 
which creates a closed system while still allowing the fabric to move without 
cracking the resin.  The basis of this idea is to allow an adequate balance of 
flexibility and rigidity in the formwork, which accepts the transformations and 
phase changes that the concrete will undergo.

The cable condition on the perimeter also became a concern due to the 
amount of tension that is placed on the fabric.  The concern became wheth-
er or not it could cut through the fabric as the load of the concrete was in-
creased. In order to resolve this, a 3/4” tube was placed at the perimeter, 
which allowed the cable to be run through, and provided a larger surface area 
to spread and resist the tension.

A cable stop was also used on both the interior and exterior of the connec-
tion, which locked it into position and allowed concrete to fill the space in be-
tween.  The process of making small incisions into the top layer of fabric was 
continued in order to pour the concrete.  While further developing the con-
nection technique, a silicone band was used around perimeter of the central 
washer connection (around the outside of the resin), to soften the transition 
between resin and fabric to further decrease the chance of tearing.

The cast got to 420 lbs. before the steel jig began to buckle and flex which 
resulted in the fabric shearing just beyond the center connection, with a mini-
mal amount of concrete being lost.  However, the test did prove to be a suc-
cess, with the fabric and connections being able to withstand far more load 
and pressure than the final installation would result in.  And one of the most 
advantageous solutions found in this test was the ability of the silicone in 
combination with the resin and fabric to become substantially more flexible. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time: 2 Hours (Casting)
Concrete:      420 Lbs. Sand Mix / Concrete Mix
Hardware:     1/16” Cable: 120 Ft.
         1/16” Compression Sleeves 
         1/16” Stops        
         2” Flat Washer
         West System 107 Resin.
                        West System 207 Hardener
         Fusible Weft Fabric
                        

Fig.102 Suspended formwork during initial pour

Fig.101  Formwork(resin pattern and connection)

Fig.103 Suspended formwork after collapse Fig.104 Underside of surface, collapse condition
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FINAL FORMWORK FABRICATION

CONNECTION PATTERN AND FABRIC(PANEL) JOINERY

The first phase of fabricating the final formwork was to layout a full-scale 
template with the chosen form and connection pattern.  Because the specific 
fabric chosen only comes in 22” wide sections, multiple panels had to be ad-
hered together.  There is a 2 inch overlap where each panel comes together, 
which creates a double layer of fabric for the washer connection to be ad-
hered within.  

The connection pattern is based on the original mapping that was used to 
derive the form, which is superimposed over the linear lines of the panel 
overlap.  Where they intersect is where connection points are located.  The 
connection is fabricated by placing the washer between the two layers of 
overlapping fabric and applying two coats of resin.  The resin connection ends 
up being 2” wide by 4” long and has a silicone bead surrounding the perim-
eter.  This full-scale pattern is done twice (one for the top and bottom).   The 
dashed line resin pattern is used (adhering fabric panels together) in-between 
connections to ensure flexibility, similar to previous testing. Installation Plans
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PHASE I

Fig.105  Formwork(resin pattern and connection) over template Fig.106  Final form with panel and connection pattern, Fig.107 Formwork over template79



FINAL FORMWORK FABRICATION

TAILORING INTERIOR(WORKING) OPENINGS

Tailoring the interior work holes was the next phase of formwork fabrica-
tion.    Using the template underneath, the pattern was cut, with 3” of extra 
fabric on both layers.  This extra fabric is used to wrap the 3/4” braided tub-
ing, which creates a more suitable diameter and prevents tearing due to the 
weight of the wet concrete.  

The braided tubing was scuffed up using sand paper to make for a better bond 
and the wrapped, both with the bottom layer and then the top layer of fabric.  
The next step was to secure this bond using 1” binder clips spaced 1” – 2” 
apart.  This ensures an even spacing, with the break in resin allowing for flex-
ibility, similar to the dashed pattern on the panel overlaps.  Resin is then put 
on in two coats, located between the binder clips, adhering the fabric to the 
tubing, as well as closing off the interior holes.

The intial plan was to move the formwork at this point to the site and resin 
the perimeter.  But after evaluating how flexible the inner rings were, folding  
the entire formwork didn’t appear to be a problem for transport.  Also, being 
able to resin the remaining formwork off-site ensured proper curing.  The 
formwork would now be completely fabricated (including the spacers and 
cables) off-site.

PHASE II

Fig.108 Internal work zone fabrication (fabric/resin over braided tube connection)

Fig.109  Internal work zone during first resin application, Fig.110 Overall formwork
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FINAL FORMWORK FABRICATION

PERIMETER TAILORING AND CABLE CONNECTION

The next phase of fabricating the formwork is to insert the 1” spacers and 
run the cable assemblies through.  The 1” spacers run between the top and 
bottom washer connection, so that when the concrete is cast, it doesn’t 
pinch off and prevent concrete from filling those connections.  With the 
concrete being able to fill between the top and bottom washers, the 
concrete, when it is cured, will be able to take the load as opposed to just 
the fabric.  Once the spacers are placed, the cables are then run through 
them and crimped underneath, as well as on top, to prevent the cable or 
spacer from moving.  Each cable was precut to 16’ in length, which was the 
longest run any cable would extend to.  Because each cable length could 
not be precisely pre-dimensioned, they were all cut the longest length.

After all of the cables were run through and crimped, the exterior perimeter 
could be closed off.  The same process used to create the inner rings was used 
to tailor and close off the perimeter.  The difference in the outer perimeter 
is that a 3” cardboard buffer was used between the top and bottom layers 
to prevent them from curing together and later removed.  On the perimeter 
boundary, the resin extends beyond the braided tubing 3”, which spreads the 
forces out.  The end conditions where the cables project out were a unique 
circumstance because if they become to rigid, the connection would pull 
away from the fabric.  To resolves this, silicone was used as a break between 
the resin connections and the rest of the perimeter to provide flexibility.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (FULL FORMWORK)

Time: Phase I : 3 Days
           Phase II: 1 Day
           Phase III: 2 Days
Hardware:     1/16” Cable: 1500 Ft.
         1/16” Compression Sleeves: 321 
         1/16” Stops: 107        
         1/8” Cable: 100 Ft.
         2” Flat Washer: 214
         1/2”Wide, 1” Long Spacers: 107
         3/4” Braided Tubing: 160 Ft
         West System 107 Resin: 3 Qts.
                        West System 207 Hardener: 3 Gal.
         1 Hour Silicone: 20 Tubes

PHASE III

Fig.111 (above) Exterior boundary fabrication, cable assembly, Fig.112 (next page) Full formwork 83



I-BEAM FABRICATION

DEALING WITH EXISTING CONDITIONS

One of the more problematic issues that arose during the project was dealing 
with and anticipating existing conditions, specifically in terms of the state of the 
concrete in the silo. The five vertical holes being used as the primary anchors 
have multiple layers of concrete, which was applied at different times, most of 
it being hand formed.  This results in an uneven surface with multiple air gaps, 
not to mention the angle that each concrete funnel projects inward at is vastly 
different and uneven. Developing a system that can cross these openings and 
accept uneven conditions must be able to compensate for those tolerances.

The idea developed was to create a custom I-beam which has the 
ability to account for all of these unique conditions.  The locations of these 
I-beams are in relation to the direction that the structural walls project 
back at in each section.  An I-beam was sized and selected, with the help 
of an engineer to ensure proper factors of safety were met.   A W 8x10 
was chosen, three feet in length, extending beyond the two foot openings.

The I-beams are cut with two angles on each side, with the scrap 
being used to create circular pieces.  These circular pieces are 
reattached to the I-beam section via a thru-bolt, nut and washer, which 
enable them the ability to rotate.  Because the pieces were cut from the 
scrap of the I-beam, they have a T-like bottom, which is what rests on and 
is secured to the concrete.  On the bottom plate of the I-beam are 10 holes 
which accept 1/2” eye bolts in which the cable will be looped through.

Installation Plans

COMPARTMENT(CEILING CONDITION PLAN
I-beam LAYOUT

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

W 8 X 10
1/2”  D Eye Bolt (1 1/2” Length) - 3014T491
1/2”  D Bolts (2”Length) - 92327A304
I-Beams Fabricated By Alp Steel
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

Fig.113 Plan of I-beam layout Fig.114 Section of I-beam inserted into sloped condition

Fig.115 Specification drawings sent to fabricator
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I-BEAM FABRICATION

ANCHORING AND ON-SITE WELDING

The main bodies of the I-beams were prefabricated, with the rotational 
pieces and holes being drilled out in the schools shop.  The rotational pieces 
have four holes drilled out, which will accept Hilti anchors and secure them 
to the concrete.  Prior to this step, a construction adhesive is placed on the 
bottom of the rotational pieces as well as on the cleaned concrete on the 
slope.  Because of the form and proximity to the I-beam, the rotational pieces 
cannot be anchored in without hitting the I-beam.  So with the adhesive, the 
I-beam can be placed and secured down and when it cures (12 hrs), 
the body of the I-beam can be taken off and the anchors placed in 
without any movement.

The rotation pieces had enough of a tolerance to accept all of the angles, but 
due to the state of the existing concrete, not all of the anchors caught.  The 
solution was to fabricate extra arms that would rest and be welded on top the 
I-beams.  Plates were welded on to the other side of the arm and anchored 
into the existing structural wall above.

The on-site welding and extra fabrication did set the schedule back a few 
a days, but it also ensured the safety of the project.  As you can see in the 
image on the right, the eyebolts are rotated to meet the angles 
of the incoming cables in a parallel direction to minimize shear.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time (Anchoring): 8 Hours
People (Assistance In Welding/Anchoring): 3
Hardware:      1/2”  D(3” Long) Masonry Anchors - 96892A287
          Loctite Pl 375, Heavy Duty
          2” Square Stock((5) 3’ Pieces) With 1/4” Plate (Extra Arms)

INSTALLATION

Fig.116 I-Beam assmbly, pre installation Fig.117 Installation of I-beam extra arm, Fig.118 Final installation, post suspension
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INSTALLATION 

TRANSPORTATION, PRELIMINARY SUSPENSION + SET UP

The formwork was flexible enough to fold up and wrap in plastic to 
transport.  Each of the cable ends were wrapped pre-transit to make 
sure they didn’t catch on the fabric and rip it.  The fabric itself is 
incredibly light (totaling under 10 lbs.), with minimal weight added by the 
hardware and cable, which made transportation easier in terms of weight.  The 
horizontal cables attach to the silo using a two bar pressure fitted system.  
The two bars extend beyond the length of each opening and are tightened 
using internal threaded rods with lock nut.  This ensures that the system 
can be continually retightened.  Where each bar rests on the concrete, 
Rigidized metal plates act are placed between the connection to displace 
the force and point load on the concrete so it doesn’t crack under pressure.

The beginning of the second day of installing consisted of re-suspending 
the cables that had previously been crimped as well as to suspend the 
remaining ones.  While suspending the vertical cables, the horizontal cables are 
temporarily clamped in place and continually retightened to ensure there is 
no slack in the system.  After each vertical cable is suspended, the horizontal 
cables are pulled taught and crimped.  The formwork was then inspected to 
make sure there were no holes and it was in proper condition to begin casting.

Day one of suspension allowed 1/3 of the cables to be hung and crimped.  
Due to extreme wind and snow conditions (the five anchoring holes 
are open to exterior conditions) the eyebolts, which house the crimped 
cables, were taken down.  This made reattachment very quick, requiring only 
retightening of the eyebolts to continue suspension.  In preparation for the 
next day, the silo was plasticized off and a 200,000 BTU salamander brought 
in to ensure the temperature would allow the concrete to beginning curing.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time (Suspension): Day 1 (9 Hours), Day 2 (11 Hours)
People (Assistance In Suspension/Transportation): 12
Hardware: Opening Bars: 1/2” Square Stock, 1/4” Threaded Rod, Lock Nut
        1/16” Compression Sleeves: (214)
        1/16” Stops: (107) 
        1/8” Compression Sleeves: (22)
        1/8” Stops: (11)

Fig.119 Unfolding of the formwork on site Fig.120 (above) Cable preperation, Fig.121 (right) Suspension in progress (day 2)
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Fig.122 (above) Suspension connections, Fig. 123 (above, right) Underside of suspension Fig.124(Bottom, right) Horizontal cable connection, Fig.125 (next page) Final suspension of formwork



The amount of shifting that occurred during casting wasn’t something that 
had occurred in previous studies.  During the initial stages of casting, the con-
crete settled, both naturally and forcefully (one person was positioned under 
the formwork to massage and dictate the direction of its movement).  The 
bulges became quite large at the bottom of the cast and posts were used 
to limit some of the sagging.  As the concrete began to fill higher up on the 
formwork, the cast shifted and the posts fell out.  

The pour locations are similar to the 1:4 scaled model, with incisions being 
cut by hand during the casting process.  However, one of the advantages of 
jumping up in scale is a deeper understanding of the process and forces at 
work.  One of the main discoveries during this cast the proximity in which the 
incisions were made to the cable connections had a notable result on the di-
rection of the tension on the top fabric layer. The closer to a seam the incision 
was, dictated its orientation.  If an incision were within six inches of seam it 
would run parallel to it and farther away it run perpendicular.

CASTING

THE CHOREOGRAPHY OF CASTING

The casting process became a delicate exercise using the fluid and shifting 
state of the cast in an advantageous way.  As the concrete was poured, ten-
sion in certain parts of the system dictated where the next pour location 
would be made. The casting locations cannot be pre-defined, but instead be-
come instinctual during the pour. Depending on the directional influence of 
gravitational forces and the amount of tension caused by the wet concrete, 
the pour locations become both reactive and proactive in order to keep the 
system in a balanced state.  The process is tailored to accept the fluidity of 
the concrete, as opposed to the traditional means of resisting it.  Due to the 
incredible amount of tension that the vertical cables caused on the connec-
tion points in the fabric, the formwork was not filled to capacity.  However, 
had horizontal cables been instituted, this could have resolved some of the 
tension as well as acted as another layer of reinforcement.  There is an oppor-
tunity to run these through the spacer system, tying together both systems.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Time: 10 Hours
Air Temp: 30 Degrees (Outside), 60(Inside)
Concrete: 3200 Lbs. Sand Mix W/Bonding Agent
Mix: Light / Medium/  Heavy  Stiffness
Demolded: N/A
People: 6 On-Site
Fill Capacity: 80%

Fig.126 Formwork during cast, incision holes Fig.127 (above) Image during casting, Fig.128 (right) Image during incision process
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Fig.129 (above) Casting, pouring and channeling, Fig. 130 (above, right) Casting, pouring into incision Fig.131(Bottom, right) Casting, channeling concrete, Fig.132 (next page) Casting, channeling concrete 



FINAL OUTCOME

TENSE MOMENTS

The term tension plays a multifaceted role when defining the presence and 
result of the installation.  In a very direct way, the tension is visible as it out-
lines the forces occurring within the structure.  The tension in the thin sus-
pended cables in stark contradiction to the heaviness of the mass of concrete 
floating above the floor.  Tension is also read within the connection between 
the cables and concrete, a pulling outlining the force of gravity on the system.  
Each individual cable and connection also begins to tell a story.  Some in com-
plete tension, others displaying a more visible slack, emphasizing the more 
dramatic moments of heaviness and lightness.  

Tension also arises between the opposing conditions in the appearance of the 
cast.  The topside provokes a feeling of a highly tensioned, almost delicate 
surface.  Where as the underside provides the notion of heaviness, bulging 
and appearing to almost burst under the enormous amount of pressure.  The 
resin/silicone connections and dashed pattern provide a secondary reading of 
the underside, with a loose grid work rolling and stretching under the pres-
sure of the bulges.  Each connection has both a local tensile condition, but 
also a global consequence.

There is also the undeniable tension created by the contradiction between 
both appearance and process of the installation and its surrounding context.  
The very fluid organic cast floating within the very rigid planar silos becomes a 
very dynamic dialogue between two seemingly diverse processes.  The monu-
mental size of the silos evokes a very particular sense of heaviness using scale.
They project from the ground 122’ in the air, with actually relatively thin walls 
(8” thick), yet the scale and relation to the body make them appear to be 
overwhelming massive and heavy.  Yet the heaviness of the installation be-
comes somewhat more dramatic, although on a much smaller scale, because 
of the relationship to the body.  The fact that this concrete mass is suspended, 
appearing to levitate above the ground is somewhat unnerving.  Tradition has 
dictated that concrete is an anchor, an element used to ground us, yet here it 
floats around and above us.  Reason tells us that it is heavy, yet the immediate 
reality would appear to contradict that with an incredible lightness.  It rede-
fines the relationship to body and space, as well as to material and process.  
And by doing so, the presence of each element used within the construction 
process becomes that much more valuable to the design process.  By allowing 
the natural processes and interaction of materials to work together, the act of 
designing becomes an inclusive process, rather than an exclusive one.Fig.133 Final installation and connection, Fig. 134  Final installation, view of top surface 95



Fig.135 (above) Detail of connections, Fig. 136 (above, right) Incision detail with tension Fig.137(Bottom, right) Horizontal cable connection to opening, Fig.138 (next page) Final suspension, underside



Fig.139 Final cast with significant bottom bulging



FINAL REVIEW

AGENDA

The final review became an opportunity to allow the installation to become 
an occupiable space and to understand its consequences on circulation pat-
terns and communication.  It became more than just a critique on theory, but 
allowed the space to become a social incubator dictated by the presence of 
a material and technical process.  The initial work openings became not only 
moments where the structure is occupiable, but also facilitated and filtered a 
unique connection and dialogue between occupants.  

The result is much more than an art piece, it becomes architecture the mo-
ment in which it defines the way space is inhabited in a very intentional way.  
It is defined not only by its outward appearance, but also by its material and 
structural efficiency as both a building system and spatial generator.  The feel-
ing of each element; the force of gravity, context, time, weather, function and 
process are all intimatley connected and captured in this very specific mo-
ment in time, all of which are not lost on the viewer.
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Fig.140 Image during the final review, occupiable openings Fig.141 (top)  Image during final review, Fig.142 (bottom) Image during final review101



Fig.143 (top) Final presentation, Fig. 144 (bottom, left) Final presentation, edge detail Fig.145 (Bottom, right) Final presentation Fig.146 (next page) Final presentation



Fig.147 Final review, presenting under floating installation
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